
From: Gary S Gevisser 
Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2007 4:08 PM PT 
To: John K. Pollard Jr. 
Cc: rest: Kristin Pollard; Adam Tucker - only son of divorced Mike and Merle Tucker; Vicky 
Schiff - co-Managing Director of Wetherly Capital Group; Ron Bellows Senior - Risk 
Management specialist - AIG; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli 
Embassy Washington DC. 
Subject: BOX-Any luck with reaching Brian? 
 
Was this your way of letting me know that "sum" [sic] of my messages were not coming 
through? 
 
Do you have a suggestion, apart from me having Vicky Schiff, co-managing director of the 
Wetherly Capital email their "sugar daddy" Ron Burkle and invite them both to attend a meeting 
I hope to convene at the Camp Pendleton Marine base; bearing in mind Captain Brian Steidle 
once commanded some 300 Marines who lets assume have a typical household of 4.5 who in 
turn know on average 20 people with email addresses who in turn have 13 odd different people 
on their email list and so the numbers begin to look at least a little interesting; bearing in mind 
that I didn’t get off a ship yesterday in New York harbor before doing a number of "sensitive 
assignments" including each and everyone I did for 

Randolf Apperson Hearst, then chairman of the board of Hearst Corporation, bearing in mind 
that the Hearsts not only had a chauffeur but a doorman who wouldn’t take long to remember 
you especially if I was broadcasting to them reminding them of what exactly it was about me 
that had people like the Hearsts so very "taken", bearing in mind I only spent a handful of 
months working extraordinarily closely with Mr. Hearst and his wife Veronica versus a good 
number of people I got to know awfully well in the 21 years shy of one week I lived  in my 
mother and father's heavily frequented households, bearing in mind the first time I heard of "our 
man Roger" as in Roger W. Robinson who along with Sec. James C. Baker were in "command 
and control" of the Reagan White House just when DeBeers thought it smart to explode the 
already out of control USA industrial-military-complex, bearing in mind that in March 1982 when 
"our man Roger" first joined the White House as the very top spook in the National Security 



Council I was just turning 25 and "fighting fit", bearing in mind that "our man Roger" even if he 
isn’t part of our roundtable discussion can still be represented by anyone of us chameleons who 
is so well informed, bearing in mind I am just playing a mind game to keep you on your toes. 
 
Now I know your granddaughter Kristin isn’t all that goo-goo-eyed over Ron Burkle as she was 
prior to you “offering her up”. 
 
Not to mention right now as she thinks more about who else besides for you and me and others 
she may or may not know blind copied who may enjoy not letting her know when just smiling at 
her when going out their way to her favorite java shop just being so very “friendly”, throwing out 
a word like “weather” and Kristin not knowing whether they are talking about this very specific 
email mentioning the Wetherly Capital Group with whom you remember I had this consulting 
agreement along with a side deal between me and Vicky Schiff that had her “kicking back” – 
now you thinking of that one “leg fight scene” in the WCG’s board room - to me 10% of 
everything she made “off the top” given how well I had extricated her from the clutches of Lou 
Gonda, the second largest shareholder of AIG [American International Group], such an original 
document kept in this joint 



 
safety deposit box at Union Bank on the corner of 15th Street and Highway 101 in downtown, 
heavily real estate and city council corrupt Del Mar, California. 
 
You know that when they see you outside a box they put you in a box. 
 

Great 

Minds 

Never 

Think 

Alike! 

 

Neil G. Gevisser 

 
[Word count 609] 
 



-----Original Message----- 

From: John K. Pollard Jr. [mailto:jkpjkp@alum.mit.edu]  

Sent: Tuesday, November 13, 2007 12:53 PM 

To: Gary S. Gevisser 

Subject: Fw: Any luck with reaching Brian? 
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